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Executive Summary 

The review and update of the official community plan that affects the West Peace Fringe Area was initiated in 2014. 

Official community plans are designed to accommodate anticipated future development in such a manner that it 

protects valued components of stakeholders within the plan area.  Following the background research in preparation, 

stakeholder input was sought in order to guide the drafting of content. Stakeholders are the people and organizations 

that are active in the plan area. They may be owners or occupiers of property, people who work or companies that do 

business there, non-profit organizations that operate there and government agencies that regulate activity or operate 

infrastructure there.  

To reach out to affected stakeholders to help guide the drafting of content, a descriptive brochure with a priorities 

survey was mailed to all property owners within the West Peace Fringe Area and a series of open houses were hosted. In 

total, 841 surveys were mailed with 23 returned. The top three priorities communicated by survey respondents were 

• Public consultation on commercial or light industrial development in your community 

• Impact of resource development 

• Effects of neighbouring activity on the use/enjoyment of your property 

 

The open houses were hosted at the Chetwynd & District Recreation Centre, Moberly Lake Community Hall, Jackfish 

Lake Community Hall, and the Peace Christian School in Dokie. From these meetings, the following priorities were 

communicated by multiple participants: 

• Extend municipal services southeast of Chetwynd, towards Wabi, 

• Protection of lake health and water quality should guide development around Moberly Lake, 

• Appreciate low density agricultural land uses and natural environment of Jackfish Lake Road area 

 

Abbreviations 

PRRD Peace River Regional District 

OCP Official Community Plan 

WPFA-OCP West Peace Fringe Area Official Community Plan 

LGA Local Government Act 

TUP Temporary Use Permit 

DVP Development Variance Permit 
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Part 1. Open Houses 

1.0 Open House Methodology 

The purpose of the open houses was to engage members of the general public in open discussion concerning land use 

issues relating the official community plan in preparation for creating draft content. At this point in the process in 

reviewing and updating the official community plan that affects the WPFA, background research concerning 

demographics, development and geography had taken place and public opinion concerning priorities and outstanding 

issues was being sought. A series of open houses were hosted throughout the West Peace Fringe Area during the 

summer of 2014. They were advertised via a project brochure mailed to all property owners with the Plan Area, weekly 

advertisements in the Chetwynd Echo and Coffee Talk Express, and radio advertisements on Peace FM. The project lead, 

the PRRD Assistant Manager of Development Services, hosted all the meetings.  

One set of open houses was hosted in the Pine Room of the Chetwynd & District Recreation Centre every Friday in 

August and September 2014 between 10 am and 5 pm. This was a drop-in format for members of the public to speak 

one-on-one with the project lead regarding their specific interests.  

The other set of open houses took place within the plan area in more of a public meeting format. These took place at 

• Moberly Lake Community Hall (August 6 at 7pm)  

• Jackfish Lake Community Hall (September 10 at 7 pm) 

• Peace Christian School in Dokie (September 17 at 7pm) 

These meetings were group discussions led by the project lead and the Electoral Area Director, Jerrilyn Schembri. 

2.0 Open House Results 

There were 8 members of the public that engaged in the Chetwynd & District Recreation Centre open houses. The 

following points were made: 

• Desire for services (sewer, water) to the Wabi Hill manufactured home park or for the District of Chetwynd to 

expand its boundaries to include it; 

• Desire for services (sewer, water, fire protection), on Wabi Hill 

• Urban expansion or rural development in the Highway 97/Highway 29S intersection area; 

• Desire for more 5 to 20 acre parcels to be available in the non-agricultural areas of Jackfish Lake; 

• Desire for more efficient use of industrial land and development, like co-generation; 

• Home-based businesses and use of accessory buildings should be enabled; 

• Desire for more active and passive park space; 

• Desire for development standards along the highway corridor; 

• Desire for turning lanes or a 3-lane highway between Wabi Hill and the pulp mill; 

• Desire for street lights at intersection of Highway 97 and Wabi Estates; 

• Desire for more rural residential parcels on Wabi Hill. 

Approximately 12 community members attended the Moberly Lake open house with the following points being made: 

• Health and quality of lake is of primary importance; 

• Water quality and carrying capacity of lake should determine type and amount of development; 
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• Support for continued lake studies, such as water quality monitoring, flood studies, dye tests on septic systems, 

shoreline assessments; 

• Desire to investigate feasibility and implications of sewer and water service; 

• Commercial uses should locate along highway rather than lake; 

• Wariness of impacts of home-based businesses (e.g. traffic, waste management); 

• Desire for a range of housing options, including multiple family dwellings; 

• Interest in developing more in-depth Neighbourhood Plan; 

• OCP should incorporate work done in the Moberly Lake Watershed Strategy; 

• Not if favour of strip development (e.g. 50 foot wide lots) along lakeshore; 

• Desire for public consultation prior to development of land; 

• Desire to allow for input into pre-development plans (i.e. not meetings to hear opposing views after plans are 

made) 

• Desire to identify and map environmentally sensitive areas; 

• Value parks and desire for a trail around lake. 

Approximately 5 community members attended the Jackfish Lake open house with the following points being made: 

• Content with current level of development; 

• Appreciate very low density nature and low volume traffic of Jackfish area; 

• More subdivisions are not necessary; 

• Value wildlife; 

• Desire to protect wildlife corridors, especially creek bottoms; 

• Concern about the legacy of gravel pits; 

• Belief that residential and industrial uses can locate together but concerned about noise, pollution, safety; 

• Home-based business should be allowed in such low density areas; 

• Regulations should be in place to prevent neighbours from impacting one another; 

• Desire to have community police itself; 

• Desire for reasonable level of public consultation; 

• Appreciation of community hall and active community groups/volunteers; 

• Concern about insufficient water quantity being available; 

• Desire to have stronger enforcement of development covenants; 

• Old First Nation gravesite near Jackfish Lake should be recognized and protected; 

• Preference for large lot agricultural uses, rather than additional subdivisions. 

 

Only one community member attended the Dokie open house at the Peace Christian School but the following points 

were made: 

• Appreciate the quiet residential atmosphere; 

• No desire for change. 
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Part 2. Survey 

1.0 Survey Summary 

One July 23
rd

 a PRRD survey concerning the West Peace Fringe Area Official Community Plan (WPFA-OCP) was mailed to 

841 households within the West Peace Fringe Community Plan Area.  With 23 surveys returned (2.8% response rate) a 

priority profile was created that averaged out the responses across the Specified area. 

Those who responded, 41% of them had lived in the area for more than twenty years.  Top importance concerning all 

who responded was aspects of which the respondents had a chance to respond to development around their property. 

Resource development and neighbourhood activity where also given high importance. 

From the open-ended questions, it has been observed that the respondents enjoyed the aspects of nature and living in a 

rural lifestyle with peace and privacy. Highest concerns were the maintenance and improvement of roads, biking trails, 

water and sewer improvements and the environment. Other matters of concerns were outside Peace River Regional 

District (PRRD) jurisdiction or control. 

2.0 Methodology 

A double page measuring 11.5 cm x 20 cm survey (See Appendix I) was drafted by the PRRD staff members in the 

Development Services Department (Jodi MacLean). The intent behind the survey was to provide a priority profile of 

issues that can be addressed in the new WPFA-OCP  

Through PRRD mapping of house points, PRRD staff estimated that there were approximately 841 households in the 

WPFA-OCP area. A copy of the survey which included the return address and a WPFA-OCP planning brochure was mailed 

on July 23
rd

, 2014 to 841 households within the WPFA-OCP area.  

The planning brochure (See Appendix I) had a basic overview of the intent and process of the WPFA-OCP review, 

including a definition of an Official Community Plan (OCP) and its components and an area map.  The brochure also 

stated the dates of open houses within the area for the residents of the WPFA-OCP area to get informed and engage in 

discussion about the future OCP. 

The survey asked respondents to rank ten issues from Not Important (1) to Very Important (5). There were 4 open-

ended questions asking for elaboration on community issues that they felt important and demographics of the 

respondent. The responses were entered and organized in a spreadsheet to assist with data analysis.  
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3.0 Mapping 
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4.0 Respondents & Response rate 

The 841 surveys mailed consist of the total households with mailing address attached within the WPFA-OCP 

area. Thirteen surveys were returned to sender and 23 were returned completed.  This equates to a 2.8% return 

rate. See Table 4.0.1 below for details. 

  Area not complete 

Surveys mailed 841 13 returned to sender 

Surveys 

returned 23 

Return rate 2.8% 
Table 4.0.1 return rate for mailout 

 

           Table 4.0.2 Respondents responses for years lived in area. 

Only one person did not state how long they lived within the neighbourhood.  Out of the 22 who did state; five 

respondents has lived in the area for less than five years, two has lived in the area for five plus years, six has 

lived in the area for eleven plus years and nine has lived in the area for twenty plus years. The highest 

percentage of respondents has lived in the area for twenty plus years at 41 %. See Table 4.0.2 above for details. 

5.0 Discussion 

Each respondent ranked each question asked on a scaled from Very Important (5) to Not Important (1). See 

appendix I for the list of questions. 

 

The collected results from the survey states that the most important to least important issues were as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time in Community (years) # of respondents 

<5 5 

5+ 2 

11+ 6 

20+ 9 

(blank) 1 

Grand Total: 23 

Rank Ave. Issue 

1 4.23 Public consultation on commercial or light industrial development in your community? 

1 4.23 Impact of resource development? 

2 4.14 Effects of neighbouring activity on the use/enjoyment of your property? 

3 4.05 Public consultation on residential development in your community? 

4 3.82 Ability to subdivide a parcel of land? 

5 3.7 Lakeshore development guidelines along Moberly Lake? 

6 3.55 Design or landscape criteria for commercial or industrial development? 

7 3.45 Accommodating population growth in your community? 

8 3.36 Ability to operate a home based business? 

9 3.05 Ability to develop property for a commercial or industrial use? 
Table 5.0.1 Importance of issues ranked 
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5.1 Response rate break down into Area 

  

Figure 5.1.1 Total average response break down of Survey Questions within the West Peace OCP Area

 

Figure 5.1.2 Response break down of Survey Questions within the Moberly Lake Area 
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Figure 5.1.3 Response break down of Survey Questions within the Jackfish Lake Area 

 

Figure 5.1.4 Response break down of Survey Questions within the Wildmare Area 

 
Figure 5.1.5 Response break down of Survey Questions within the Dokie Area 
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Figure 5.1.6 Response break down of Survey Questions within the Wabi Hill Area 

 

Figure 5.1.7 Response break down of Survey Questions within Other Area within the West Peace OCP Area 

5.2 Public Consultation on commercial or light industrial development. 

 Importance for public consultation when considering commercial or light industrial development was the top 

priority with all responses received.  

 Section 890 (1) of the Local Government Act (LGA) states that a local government must not adopt an official 

community plan without holding a public hearing for the purpose of allowing the public to make representation to the 

local government respecting matters contained in the proposed amendment.  

Public consultation is compulsory for local governments to require giving public notification and consultation when 

proposing a change to the OCP or zoning.  Public notification and consultation is also done during a proposed Temporary 
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When considering an OCP or zoning amendment the PRRD will consider the immediate impact area that the proposal 
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when considering an OCP or zoning amendment a public hearing must be adoption unless the zoning amendment is 

consistent with the OCP that it resides in.  Current PRRD procedure for public notification and consultation for a TUP is a 

notification to all landowners within a 1.5 km radius of the proposed TUP permit footprint and advertisement in one 

edition of the local newspaper.  Current PRRD procedure for public notification and consultation for a DVP is a 

notification to all landowners within a 1.5 km.   

In addition to the requirements within the LGA to Local Governments, the PRRD is currently updating the PRRD webpage 

to better inform the public on current and upcoming projects when concerning OCP and zoning changes.  This allows the 

public to gain another mode of engagement on current issues within the PRRD and to better assist the PRRD to make a 

more credible and fair decision that will help benefit the region as a whole as defined within the PRRD Strategic Plan 

2015-2018. 

 

 

 

5.3 Impact of Resource Development 

 Impacts from resource development were a high concern from the all of the responses received. 

Dramatic growth in resource development cannot be more easily seen than in the PRRD.  Resource growth is mostly 

regulated by provincial and federal agencies. For example the Oil & Gas Commission, Ministry of Mines, Ministry of 

Forest, Lands and Natural Resources and the National Energy Board.  Even through regulation and mitigation measures 

are in place within the regulations that these agencies are held complaints are still common for these perceived impacts 

and are constantly brought to the attention of the PRRD.  Plausible impacts such as a "Ghost" population that can be 

perceived or does place strain on healthcare, policing and transportation, impacts to the environment, social values and 

services within the region and recreational opportunities. Increase in water usage and anthropogenic waste. 

Some of these recognized impacts from resource development has been identified and addressed with in the PRRD 

Strategic Plan 2015-2018 and addresses issues such as solid waste management & water security, emergency services 

and policing, regional recreation, invasive plant management and an increase in work camp use. 

5.4 Effects of neighbouring activity on the use/enjoyment of your property? 

Protection from negative impacts of land use is the key principals for regulation of land use.  Vast majority of land within 

the PRRD has a very small population with a large portion being Provincial Crown occupied, however areas of high 

development and residential occupancy requires land use regulation to protect all parties within that area.   

It is observed through the open-ended question that enjoyment of living in a rural setting was highly valued to which 

certain activities surrounding your property could disrupt that enjoyment and therefore it can be understood why this 

question was the top 3
rd

 highest ranking question within this survey. 
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6.0 Results 

All ten questions that were asked within the survey dealt with aspects that have or need government involvement.  The 

importance of these questions differs between respondents in terms of: 

A) The understanding that the respondent has on the role of each Government Jurisdiction 

i) Whether the aspect falls to the responsibility of the Individual, Regional, Provincial or 

Federal government. 

ii) Sense of Importance depending on the personal idealism of the individual 

iii) opinion of the respondent on the role of government (more of less government 

involvement) 

iv) other opinions 

The OCP may or may not deliver policies on any or all of these issues however some policies must be addressed in any 

OCP created within the Province of BC. 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Ranking Priorities 

Question 1: Ability to subdivide a parcel of land? 

This question ranked 5
th

 of the top 5 priorities. Wabi Hill and Wildmare had the highest importance level within all the 

area and accounted for 36% of the total responses received.  This could reflect a stronger want for small rural 

agricultural living directly surrounding the District of Chetwynd. Moberly Lake area had the lowest rate of Importance 

which held 22% of total respondents and could reflect that the area surrounding Moberly Lake has sufficient subdivision 

to support the residence within that area. 

 

Figure 6.1.1: Question 1 Ability to subdivide a parcel of land? 
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Question 2: Accommodating population growth in your community? 

This question ranked 7
th

 in the important priorities.  Hillview and Wabi Hill had the highest Importance level within all 

the areas and accounted for 31.5% of the total responses received. This could reflect a desire for population growth 

within these areas. Jackfish Lake had the least importance level which held 22% of the total responses received. 

 

Figure 6.1.2: Question 2 Accommodating population growth in your community? 

 

Question 3: Ability to develop property for a commercial or industrial use? 

This question ranked last in the important priorities. Consideration for residents to develop the property for commercial 

or industrial use as the OCP would cover area strictly for Industrial Use. The highest average from all the communities 

was Wildmare which held a 27% of the total responses received. This question could be combined with Question 6 to 

better understand the reason for the low priority for this question. Jackfish Lake and Dokie had the least importance 

level which held 32% of the total responses received. 

 

Figure 6.1.3: Question 3 Ability to develop property for a commercial or industrial use? 
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Question 4: Ability to operate a home based business? 

This question is ranked second last in the important priorities. This could reflect either that current regulation for home 

based business is adequate or that the respondents do not see a home based business as a problematic within their 

area. The highest average from all the communities was Hillview which considered this question Very Important, held 

5% of the total responses received. Dokie had the least importance level which held 9% of the total responses received. 

 

Figure 6.1.4: Question 4 Ability to operate a home based business? 
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This question ranked 3
rd

 top priorities with survey. Communication between the PRRD and the public has become a 

major objective and goal for the PRRD; which can be supported by this question. The respondents want to be kept 

informed about major community actions and local input is important. The highest average of very important from all 

the communities was Wildmare and Other (Hwy 29) which held 14% of the total responses received. Dokie had the least 

importance level which held 9% of the total responses received. 
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Figure 6.1.5: Question 5 Public consultation on residential development in your community? 

Question 6: Public consultation on commercial or light industrial development in your community? 

This question ranked 1
st 

Communication between the PRRD and the public has become a major objective and goal for 

the PRRD; which can be supported by this question.  The respondents want to be kept informed about major community 

actions and local input is important. The highest average of very important from all the communities was Wildmare 

Hillview and Other (Hwy 29) which held 18% of the total responses received. 

 

Figure 6.1.6: Question 6 Public consultation on commercial or light industrial development in your community? 

 

 

Question 7: Question 7 Design or landscape criteria for commercial or industrial development? 
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these Commercial or Industrial developments helps to mitigate there negative factors and promotes an area of 

Industrial or commercial development at the same time prospects the residents so that they may enjoy their rural 

setting.  It should also be stated that a lack of expertise, time, fear and monetary funds can dampen the want to create 

regulations for Industrial or Commercial development. Overall each area did have an higher average priority for this 

question. 
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Figure 6.1.7: Question 7Design or landscape criteria for commercial or industrial development? 

Question 8: Effects of neighbouring activity on the use/enjoyment of your property? 

This question ranked 2
nd

 in the priority scale of the questions asked. Protection from negative impact of neighbouring 

activity is a fundamental principal when regulating land use.  Negative impacts from neighbouring activities are more 

prominent in rural subdivisions compared to large swatch of land as most of the time the activities are being done over 

large distances from any other residences or activities. The highest average of very important from all the communities 

was Wildmare Hillview and Other (Hwy 29) which held 18% of the total responses received. 

 

Figure 6.1.8: Question 8 Effects of neighbouring activity on the use/enjoyment of your property? 
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Priority with respondent percentage of 45% of respondents who answered the question.  The importance of this 

question is dependent on the area that you reside in and how you can consider the significance of development around 

the Moberly Lake area.  Impacts of development around the Moberly Lake area can have a significant impact to the 

Social, Environmental and Economics to the residents in that area and the whole district in general. The PRRD has 

developed the Lakeshore Development Guidelines in July 2000. 
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Figure 6.1.9: Question 9 Lakeshore development guidelines along Moberly Lake? 

Question 10: Impact of resource development? 

This question ranked 1
st

 for Importance of the questions asked.  All areas had an average rating of 4 or higher besides 

Jackfish Lake area. The cumulative impacts from resource development are increasing in the area which can be 

supported by the importance placed for this question. It can be noted that benefits of resource development is very 

important to the region to create and strong community however these activities also create and intrusive negative 

feedback which in some cases cannot be mitigated or without compensation.  Single impacts to this nature can be 

insignificant but growing resource development creates cumulative impacts that are tough to visualize. 

 

Figure 6.1.10: Question 10 Impact of resource development? 
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Most responses from this question had common themes and words such as, peaceful/quiet, privacy, country living, 

beauty of nature, scenery, small/great community, community spirit, quadding, friendly people, great neighbours, great 

recreation, few bylaws, likes everything. See Appendix II 8.2 for all responses.  

 

Question: What would you like to see improved in your community? 

Most responses from this questions had common themes and words such as everything was good, nothing, 

maintenance and improvements to roads, water and environmental improvements, less involvement from local 

government, public water refill station.  Most responses had aspects that did not pertain to the PRRD jurisdiction or had 

little involvement from the PRRD. See Appendix II 8.2 for all responses. 
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7.0 Appendix I. Survey 

 
Figure 7.0.:1Survey 
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8.0 Appendix II: Responses 

8.1 Rating Question Responses 

The surveys have been sorted here by the community on which the respondent stated they resided in.  The first table 

lists the responses given for each question stated above by (Q).  The questions are rated by Very Important (5) to Not 

Important (1). 

Respondant Area Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

Dokie 4 4 3 1 1 4 3 3   4 

Dokie 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 2 4 

Hillview 3 5 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 

Jackfish Lake 4 2 4 2 4 5 2 5 4 5 

Jackfish Lake 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 

Jackfish Lake 3 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 

Jackfish Lake 4 4 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Jackfish Lake 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 

Moberly Lake 4 4 4 3 5 5 3 3 5 4 

Moberly Lake 1 4 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Moberly Lake 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 

Moberly Lake 1 3 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Moberly Lake 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Other 4 3 4 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 

Rodeo                     

Wabi Hill 5 3 5 4 4 5 3 4 3 3 

Wabi Hill 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 

Wabi Hill 5 4 2 2 4 2 1 4   5 

Wabi Hill 5 5 3 5 5 3 1 3 5 5 

Wabi Hill 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 

Wabi Hill 5 5 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 

Wildmare 5 4 4 4 5 5 3 5 4 4 

Wildmare 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 
Table 8.1.1: Responses received from short answer questions. 5= Very Important 4=Somewhat Important 3= Important 2= Little Importance 1+Not Important 
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8.2 Open-Ended Question Responses 

The Following Table states the open-ended questions asked: 

Respondent 

Area: 

Q: What do you like best about your community? 

Dokie Quiet, wildlife, easy access to Hwy 97 

Dokie Mostly everything * except shopping opportunities 

Hillview Proximity to work, small town life, scenery, nature, rivers & streams, mountains, weather 

Jackfish Lake Quiet, Few bylaws/regs. 

Jackfish Lake Everything 

Jackfish Lake Quadding 

Jackfish Lake Small & quiet 

Jackfish Lake Peaceful, Privacy 

Moberly Lake The people 

Moberly Lake Great Area, Country Life, Beautiful lake 

Moberly Lake Community Spirit, Neighbours all like being rural and very helpful to each other. Curious but should 

say "hi on their drive byes!" 

Moberly Lake Beautiful Surrounding 

Moberly Lake The beauty of nature 

Other Beautiful location 

Rodeo The quiet, Living in a rural Setting but close to town 

Wabi Hill Friendly people, proud of our community 

Wabi Hill Country Living is the best 

Wabi Hill Country Living   

Wabi Hill Small community not crowd with people & cars. More neighbourly then large cities 

Wabi Hill It is Central to a small town feeling and is always improving 

Wabi Hill Recreational opportunities with the outdoors, i.e. Lakes, rivers, mountains, hiking 

Wildmare Beautiful community & friendly people 

Wildmare Privacy, Privacy 

Table 8.2.1: Responses given to the question of "What do you like best about your community" 
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Respondent 

Area: 

Q: What would you like to see improved in your community? 

Dokie Remove ALR restrictions on land unsuitable for agriculture 

Dokie I would really like to see biking trails out to our area from town 

Hillview No Garbage burning, better access for garbage disposal, NO Industrial Activity in Residential 

Subdivisions 

Jackfish Lake #livestock control per residential fire protection 

Jackfish Lake Nothing 

Jackfish Lake Everything good 

Jackfish Lake Turn lanes for Industrial traffic 

Jackfish Lake Roads, rural by-laws designed for rural living "NOT CITY"  

Moberly Lake Cell Service 

Moberly Lake We need a person to organize community activities etc. social activities to bring the community 

together 

Moberly Lake More use of the community hall for community events, Public water refilling spot. Surfaced roads 

where group of people live. 

Moberly Lake Cell coverage, Upgrade Spence truck boat launch 

Moberly Lake More fish stocked & do a follow up on survival rate 

Other Snow removal & maintenance of access roads to highway. Water & environmental protection is 1st, 

no question on this? 

Rodeo Less involvement by the PRRD. Less money wasted on Rec centre, spirit Park, etc. 

Wabi Hill Recruitment & Retention of Doctors & other medical staff 

Wabi Hill Property cleanliness 

Wabi Hill Water & sewer & garbage pickup 

Wabi Hill For the district of Chetwynd, less taxation for the business so they could keep prices down. Not so 

many people going to Dawson to buy what they should buy in Chet. 

Wabi Hill Sidewalks and curbs in residential areas. Ability to subdivide farm land in ALR but still keep as ALR 

Wabi Hill Medical & health provisions acreage development opportunities 

Wildmare More businesses (retail) in downtown Area 

Wildmare Sound proof frontage 

Table 8.2.2 Responses given to the Question of "What would you like to see improved in your community" 


